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he spirit of the
Waterman is best
captured by Pablo
Neruda: "I need the sea
because it teaches me." The
energy of the sea touches us
spiritually and physically. lohn
Wagner, cornpetitive body surfer
and scuba diver, also found that
the sea offered him camaraderie,
business success, inspiration, and
motivation for his fitness lifestyle
Whether he is cobalgar sobre
las olas (riding the waves) in
Puerto Escondido, Mexico, he'e
umauma (sliding with the chest)
at the Hawaiian pipeline, or
Spermin (catching the wave from
behind and under then breaking
through the face of the wave) at
his favorite spot, Boomers in La
loIla, lohn is most comfortable in
the water.
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ohn's workout of choice is circuit

J trainlng. Circuit training of any type
is an excellent workout for divers.
The concept is to quickly move f rom
one exercise to the next, without
any rest, for a series of exercises. A
circuit may consist of any number

of exercises. lohn practices excellent

fitness principles and understands the
importance of establishing balanced
strength and endurance for water
sports. He prefers resistance machines.
He trains his entire body in every
workout, and changes the routine
every few months. He completes
two to three sets, as low as eight to
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fifteen repetitions to as high as thirty
repetitions per set, with adaptable
weights. His workout varies f rom
f orty-five minutes to one hour and
f ifteen minutes. Prior to competition,
lohn follows.his circuit training with
swimming, and combines all-out speed
laps, followed by distance work.

For 30 years, we've been

a lile preserver to divels

alound the world. -;g***
Spare Air@ is so easy to

use and fill, why would
you stake youl lile on

anything else? Uisit out
website (spareair.com)
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lohn began diving in the rgTos
and filed his first patent in 1993.
lohn designed and developed the

and read stories lrom
divers who are alive
because of Spare Air.
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Universal Fin Strap and the APS
Mantaray dive fin, which has
recently been sold to Hollis Gear.
lohn's designs are recognized by the
zoo5 Testers Choice, zoo6 Travel, and

Universal Strap Review Awards. The
APS Mantaray dive fin was chosen to
be exhibited at the Inventors' Expo,
sponsored by the U.S. Patent Office at
Disney Worid's Epcot Center, on two
separate occasions. lohn gives back
to the dive community in many ways.
one of his favorite ways has been as
a
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volunteer for the 3R's: Rocks, Rips,

and Reefs, where he conducted tours
of popular dive sites to educate and
orient divers and snorkelers to the
surf, swell, and tides on underwater
rocks and reefs. p1
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Available at your local dlve shop
nr visit wunn.spareair.com
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